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Keefe Group Overview
Headquartered in St. Louis, MO, Keefe Group and its affiliates (Keefe Supply Company, Keefe 
Commissary Network, Access Securepak, Access Corrections, ICSolutions, and Advanced 
Technologies Group) are the nation’s leading supplier of food, personal care products, electronics, 
clothing, and technology for the corrections industry. In 2018, Keefe Group accounted for more 
than $1 Billion in revenue within the correction’s market. Keefe Group operates a supply chain 
network consisting of 22 distribution centers which receive product from over 800 suppliers 
and ship product to over 10,000 customers across 5,800 shipping lanes. In addition, Keefe 
Group operates a manufacturing facility where name brand and private label products are 
packaged. Keefe Group estimates their annual real estate, labor, and freight expenditures to be 
approximately $107 million.

Current Supply Chain State
Keefe Group’s objective is to decrease supply chain operating cost while continuing to meet 
customer satisfaction and high service levels. These objectives raised doubt to whether Keefe 
Group’s current supply chain network is currently constructed in an optimal configuration to 
achieve these goals.

Keefe Group operates a hub-and-spoke supply chain model where larger distribution centers not 
only serve customers but replenish inventory at smaller service centers throughout different parts 
of the nation. International inbound freight is received in large quantities at ports located on the 
coasts and shipped to a Midwest location where product is then transferred to other Keefe Group 
sites. Shipping costs increase significantly when product is transferred back to sites located near 
the coastal regions where the shipment originated. Customer-DC lane allocations have not been 
studied or optimized with respect to minimizing shipping costs. In addition, further cost savings 
may be achieved if Keefe Group can successfully operate a dedicated truck fleet to offset inflated 
third-party carrier last mile shipping rates.

Figure 1: Granite City DC Site Layout
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Applied Methodology
The proposed methodology was broken down into two phases, (1) Network Optimization and (2) Transportation 
Optimization using one month of Keefe Group data as model inputs. Network Optimization is a macro-level optimization 
model which assigns each customer to a Keefe Group distribution site based on weight and shipping costs in order to 
minimize total transportation cost. Utilizing the customer-DC lane assignments from the Network Optimization model, 
a micro-level transportation routing optimization model is formulated for each Keefe Group site due to model size 
and computational complexity. The objective of this model is to route shipments to each customer given asset, time-
window, and order-delivery-window constraints. Utilizing third-party carrier and estimated dedicated fleet shipping 
rates, the cost savings of the dedicated fleet can be calculated. Llamasoft®’s Supply Chain Guru X optimization software 
was utilized to model the proposed methodology.

Results
Keefe Group’s current customer-DC lane assignments were modeled to serve as a benchmark to compare against alternative 
scenarios. The transportation cost of Keefe Group’s current network configuration is $24.3 million. Utilizing the same network 
configuration, all customer-DC lane assignments were optimized resulting in a $2.9 million savings with respect to the baseline 
model. Next, Keefe Group requested to test the impact of consolidating certain sites throughout the network and potentially 
opening new locations. Numerous network configurations were modeled resulting in a final cost savings of $5.8 million from 
the baseline metric. Utilizing the customer-DC lane assignments from the network optimization phase, the transportation 
routing optimization across all Keefe Group sites estimated a $6.6 million savings when utilizing a dedicated fleet versus a 
third-party carrier. In conclusion, the Keefe Group supply chain
optimization case study resulted in an annual cost savings of $12.4 million.
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Figure 3: Network Optimization Results
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